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Abstract. We study Mordell-Weil lattices for bielliptic fibrations on rational surfaces. We
prove theorems on the structure and give an explicit construction of the fibration with maximal
Mordell-Weil rank and moreover determine the structures of such lattices.

1. Introduction.

Let X be a smooth rational surface defined overCCC andϕ : X −→ PPP1 a relatively minimal
fibration of curves of genus1 ≥ 1 with a section, and letK be the rational function field ofPPP1.
We denote byJF the Jacobian variety of a general fiberF of ϕ. The Mordell-Weil groupJF(K)
of K-rational points onJF is finitely generated. Its rankr is called theMordell-Weil rank. In [7],
[8] and [9], Shioda introduced and developed the theory of Mordell-Weil lattices forJF(K) (in a
more general context). In his theory of Mordell-Weil lattices of the elliptic fibrations, Mordell-
Weil lattices with maximal rank which are isometric toE8 play a very important role as a frame
lattice.

It is shown in [6] that r ≤ 41+ 4 for fibrations of genus1 ≥ 2, and that the fibration with
maximal rankr = 41+ 4 is of hyperelliptic type. In the case of non-hyperelliptic fibrations of
genus1 ≥ 3, which are studied in [5], r ≤ 31+ 6. The fibration with maximal rankr = 31+ 6
is either of plane quintic or of trigonal type (so Clifford index 1). Moreover the structure of the
corresponding Mordell-Weil lattices are completely determined in these papers.

In this paper we deal with the case of bielliptic fibrations of genus1≥ 6 (i.e., whenF has a
two-to-one map onto an elliptic curve, so Clifford index 2). We first prove the following theorem:

THEOREM 1.1 (cf. Theorem 3.4). Let X be a smooth rational surface andϕ : X −→ PPP1 a
relatively minimal bielliptic fibration of genus1≥ 6 with a section. Then

r = rankJF(K)≤ 21+10.

Moreover, the equality r= 21+ 10 holds if and only if KX2 = −21−2 and all fibers ofϕ are
irreducible.

We put

n = n(1) =

{
1 if 1 is even,

0 if 1 is odd,

and letΣn be the Hirzebruch surface of degreen. Let B8,n be a smooth hyperelliptic curve of
genus1−4 on Σn andX16 the surface obtained as the finite double cover branched alongB8,n.
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For each1≥ 6 we take a general sub-pencil in the pull-back of the anti-canonical system onΣn.
Then the blowing up the base points of the pencil whose general members are smooth bielliptic
curves of genus1 gives us a fibrationϕ : X −→ PPP1. We can show that such fibrations have
the maximal Mordell-Weil rankr = 21+ 10 and 16 disjoint(−1)-sections. We have another
example. LetX18 be a blow-up ofPPP2 at seven points in general position andKX18 a canonical
divisor. Then we have a bielliptic fibrationϕ : X −→ PPP1 of genus 7 whose Mordell-Weil rank is
maximal, i.e.,r = 24by blowing up the base points of a general sub-pencil in the complete linear
system|−3KX18|. We say that the fibrationϕ obtained in this way afibration of type(16;1;n)
and(18;7), respectively (cf. Proposition 4.9).

THEOREM 1.2 (cf. Theorems 4.3 and 5.1).Let X be a smooth rational surface andϕ :
X −→ PPP1 a relatively minimal bielliptic fibration of genus1≥ 6 with a section. Assume that the
Mordell-Weil rank is maximal, i.e., r= 21+10. Thenϕ is a fibration of type(16;1;n) or (18;7).

Our final result on the structure of Mordell-Weil lattices with maximal rankr = 21+10 is
stated in the following theorem.

THEOREM 1.3 (cf. Propositions 6.2 and 6.5).The Mordell-Weil lattices of fibrations of
type (16;1;n) and type(18;7) are unique up to isometry. More precisely, in the case of type
(16;1;n) the lattice is the positive-definite odd unimodular lattice L16,1,n

− of rank21+10whose
Dynkin diagram is given by Figure6.3 and Figure6.4 in Proposition6.5. In the case of type
(18;7) the lattice is isometric to the lattice “ζ ” in Niemeyer’s classification of positive-definite
even unimodular lattices of rank24 (cf. [2, Chapter XVI,§1]).

Let us explain the ideas for the proofs. Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of a slope inequal-
ity for bielliptic fibrations (cf. [1]). By a refinement of the slope inequality under our situation,
the equalityr = 21+ 10 implies that we have a finite double cover fromX to a smooth ratio-
nal minimal elliptic surface. Theorem 1.2 follows from the analysis of the finite double cover.
More precisely, we determine the plane curve model of the branch divisor up to birational maps,
which are composite of Cremona transformations (cf. Theorem 4.3), and give an explicit con-
struction of the fibration of each type, all of whose fibers are irreducible, as the bidouble cover
of the Hirzebruch surface (cf. Theorem 5.1). To prove Theorem 1.3 we respectively find natu-
ral birational morphisms fromX16 andX18 to a Hirzebruch surface andPPP2 so that we have an
explicit description of the Ńeron-Severi group NS(X). Then we can determine the structures of
Mordell-Weil lattices with maximal rank by calculating intersection pairing of divisors onX.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. The author would like to express his heartfelt gratitude to Profes-
sor Kazuhiro Konno for his valuable advice, guidance and encouragement.

2. Mordell-Weil lattices.

Let X be a smooth rational surface defined overCCC andϕ : X −→ PPP1 a relatively minimal
fibration of curves of genus1 ≥ 1 with a section. We review basic notation and results on
Mordell-Weil lattices according to Shioda ([7], [8] and [9]) in the situation we are interested
in.

Let F be a general fiber ofϕ andK = CCC(PPP1) the rational function field. We denote by
JF the Jacobian variety ofF . The Mordell-Weil group ofϕ is the group ofK-rational points
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JF(K). Then it is a finitely generated abelian group sinceX is a rational surface. The rankr of
this group is called theMordell-Weil rank. There is a natural correspondence between the set of
K-rational pointsF(K) and the set of sections ofϕ. ForP∈ F(K) we denote by(P) the section
corresponding toP which is regarded as a curve inX. In particular,(O) corresponding to the
origin of JF(K) is called thezero section. Shioda’s main idea in [7], [8] and [9] is to viewJF(K)
as a Euclidean lattice with respect to a natural pairing induced by the intersection form on H2(X).

We denote byT the subgroup ofNS(X) generated by(O) and all irreducible components of
fibers ofϕ. With respect to the intersection pairing the sublatticeT is called thetrivial sublattice.
The following fundamental result due to Shioda plays an important role in the whole theory.

THEOREM 2.1 (cf. [7], [8] and [9]). There is a natural isomorphism of groups

JF(K)' NS(X)/T. (2.1)

As a corollary to Theorem 2.1, we have the following formula:

r = ρ−2− ∑
P∈PPP1

(vP−1), (2.2)

whereρ = rank NS(X) is the Picard number andvP denotes the number of irreducible compo-
nents of the fiber overP∈ PPP1. In particular, if all fibers ofϕ are irreducible, then we have

r = ρ−2.

Let L = T⊥ ⊂ NS(X) be the orthogonal complement ofT in NS(X). The latticeL is called
theessential sublattice. We define the lattice dual toL by the formula

L∗ = {x∈ L⊗QQQ|x.y∈ ZZZ for all y∈ L},

wherex.y denotes the intersection pairing on NS(X).
Using (2.1), we define a symmetric bilinear form〈,〉 onJF(K), which induces the structure

of a positive-definite lattice onJF(K)/JF(K)tor. The lattice(JF(K)/JF(K)tor,〈,〉) is called the
Mordell-Weil latticeof the fibrationϕ : X −→ PPP1. Thenarrow Mordell-Weil lattice JF(K)0 is
a sublattice of the Mordell-Weil latticeJF(K) such thatJF(K)0 ' L/T ⊂ NS(X)/T under the
isomorphism (2.1).

THEOREM 2.2 (cf. [7], [8] and [9]). There is the following commutative diagram in which
the natural morphisms are isometries:

JF(K)/JF(K)tor' (L−)∗

∪ ∪
JF(K)0 ' L−,

where the opposite lattice L− is obtained from L by putting the minus sign on the intersection
pairing on L.

In particular, if all fibers ofϕ are irreducible, then

JF(K)' JF(K)0 ' L−

is a unimodular lattice of rank r= ρ−2.
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3. Bounds of Mordell-Weil rank.

In this section, we will give an upper bound of the Mordell-Weil rank for bielliptic fibrations
of genus1 ≥ 6 on rational surfaces. The important result we need in this section is a slope
inequality for bielliptic fibrations due to Barja [1].

Let F be a smooth curve of genus1. The curveF is called bielliptic ifF admits a two-to-
one map onto a smooth elliptic curve. Letϕ : X −→C be a fibration of genus1. We say that
ϕ is bielliptic if the general fiberF of ϕ is a bielliptic curve. The following result clarifies the
structure of such fibrations.

PROPOSITION3.1 (cf. [1, Proposition 1.1]). Let ϕ : X −→C be a relatively minimal biel-
liptic fibration of genus1 ≥ 6. Then X is a rational double cover of an elliptic surface over
C.

Let φ : S−→ C be the relatively minimal elliptic surface as in Proposition 3.1. We let
σ : X̃ −→ X be a minimal succession of blowing-ups which eliminates the indeterminacy of the
rational double coverX 99K S. Let ϖ̃ : X̃ −→ Sdenote the resulting morphism of degree 2. Let
ϖ0 ◦u : X̃ −→ X0 −→ S be the Stein factorization of̃ϖ , whereu is birational,ϖ0 is finite and
X0 normal. Now consider the diagram as in Figure 3.1, whereϖk : Xk −→ Sk is the canonical
resolution of singularities ofϖ0 : X0−→S0 and σ̄ : Xk −→ X is the birational morphism to the
relative minimal modelX. Denoteχϕ = degϕ∗OX(KX/C) whereKX/C is a relative canonical
divisor of ϕ.

X̃

?

σ

u
XXXXXXXXXXz

X̄ = Xk −→ ·· · −→ X0σk σ1

? ?

σ̄ ¡
¡¡ª ϖk ϖ0· · ·X

ϕ

?

S̄= Sk −→ ·· · −→ S0 = S
»»»»»»»»»»»»»9

φ

C

Figure 3.1.

THEOREM 3.2 (cf. [1, Theorem 2.1]). Let ϕ : X −→C be a relatively minimal bielliptic
fibration of genus1 ≥ 6. Let S be the relative minimal model of the elliptic fibration as above.
Then

KX/C
2−4χϕ ≥ 2(1−5)χ(OS). (3.1)

KX/C
2− 4χϕ = 2(1− 5)χ(OS) if and only if X is the minimal desingularization of the double

cover X0 −→ S whose branch divisor has at mostnegligiblesingularities(i.e., all the multiplici-
ties of singular points of the branch divisor ofϖi in Figure3.1are2 or 3).

If X is a rational surface, thenS in Figure 3.1 is also rational. So we have the following:
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LEMMA 3.3. Let X be a smooth rational surface andϕ : X −→ PPP1 a relatively minimal
bielliptic fibration of genus1≥ 6. Then

KX
2 ≥−21−2. (3.2)

If KX
2 =−21−2 and all fibers ofϕ are irreducible, then there are the smooth rational minimal

elliptic surfaceφ : S−→PPP1 and a finite double coverϖ : X−→S such thatϕ = φ ◦ϖ (cf. Figure
3.2).

ϕ
X - PPP1

@
@

@@R
ϖ φ

¡
¡

¡¡µ

S

Figure 3.2.

PROOF. SinceX is a smooth rational surface, we haveχ(OS) = 1. By Leray spectral
sequence,

χ(OX) = χ(ϕ∗OX)−χ(R1ϕ∗OX) = χ(OPPP1)−χ(R1ϕ∗OX).

It follows from Grothendieck duality and Riemann-Roch theorem thatχ(R1ϕ∗OX) = 1χ(OPPP1)−
χϕ . Therefore we haveχϕ = 1. It follows thatKX/PPP1

2 = KX
2−8(1−1)(0−1) = KX

2 +81−8.
So (3.2) follows from Theorem 3.2.

Assume thatKX
2 = −21−2. Then the equality sign holds in (3.1), henceX satisfies the

equivalent condition in Theorem 3.2. We use the notation as in Figure 3.1. We haveX = Xk.
If the branch divisor ofϖ0 were singular, then we would have a(−2)-curve onX which is a
component of a fiber. Hence if all the fibers are irreducible, thenk = 0. ¤

THEOREM 3.4. Let X be a smooth rational surface,ϕ : X −→ PPP1 a relatively minimal
bielliptic fibration of genus1≥ 6 with a section, and let r be the Mordell-Weil rank ofϕ. Then

r ≤ 21+10.

Moreover, r= 21+10 if and only if KX
2 =−21−2 and all fibers ofϕ are irreducible.

PROOF. SinceX is a rational surface, the Picard numberρ(X) is equal to the second Betti
numberb2(X). Moreover,b1(X) = 2q(X) = 0 andχ(OX) = 1. So from Noether’s formula, we
haveρ(X) = 10−KX

2. Hence (2.2) and(3.2) imply thatr ≤ 21+10. The equalityr = 21+10
holds if and only ifKX

2 =−21−2 and all fibers ofϕ are irreducible. ¤

4. Fibrations with maximal Mordell-Weil rank.

Let X be a smooth rational surface andϕ : X −→ PPP1 a relatively minimal bielliptic fibration
of genus1 ≥ 6 with a section. In this section, we assume that the Mordell-Weil rankr of ϕ is
maximal, i.e.,r = 21+10, and analyze the structure ofϕ. We use the following notation in the
rest of the paper: Put
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n = n(1) =

{
1 if 1 is even,

0 if 1 is odd,

and letpr : Σn = PPP(OPPP1⊕OPPP1(n))−→PPP1 be the Hirzebruch surface of degreen, Cn the minimal
section, andfn a fiber ofpr.

Theorem 3.4 says thatKX
2 =−21−2 and all fibers ofϕ are irreducible. Moreover there are

a rational elliptic surfaceφ : S−→ PPP1 and a finite double coverϖ : X −→ Ssuch thatϕ = φ ◦ϖ
by Lemma 3.3.

LEMMA 4.1. Letϕ : X −→ PPP1 be a bielliptic fibration of genus1≥ 6 whose Mordell-Weil
rank is maximal, i.e., r= 21+10. Let φ : S−→ PPP1 denote the smooth rational minimal elliptic
surface andϖ : X −→ S the finite double cover in Lemma3.3. Thenφ : S−→ PPP1 has a section
and satisfies the following:

(a) S is obtained by blowing up nine points of PPP2.
(b) The elliptic fibrationφ is the anti-canonical map of S and it has no reducible fibers.
(c) A section ofφ is a (−1)-curve on S, and vice versa.

Furthermore, C2 ≥ −1 for any smooth rational curves C on S. Consequently, the nine points of
PPP2 as in (a) are in general position, that is, no three of them are collinear and no six lie on a
conic.

PROOF. The direct image as a divisor of a section ofϕ by ϖ is a section ofφ from the
projection formula. Ifφ has a reducible fiber, then so doesϕ. So, φ cannot have reducible
fibers. Then from [4] we have (a) and (b). LetC be a smooth rational curve onS. Then we have
C2 =−2−C.KS by the genus formula. Sinceφ has no reducible fiber,C must be horizontal with
respect toφ . SoC intersects a fiber ofφ which is the anti-canonical map by (b). It follows that
C.(−KS) ≥ 1 and we haveC2 ≥ −1. Note that we haveC2 = −1 if and only if C.(−KS) = 1.
This gives (c). The rest may be clear. ¤

Let B be the branch divisor of the finite double coverϖ : X −→ S. ThenB is smooth and
divisible by 2 in Pic(S). In our situation Pic(S) is torsion free sinceSis a smooth rational surface.
So there is a unique elementδ ∈ Pic(S) with B∼ 2δ . From Lemma 4.1, we already know that
S can be obtained as a nine-points blow-up ofPPP2. Hence we can transform the pair(S,B) to
(PPP2,C). However since there are many choices of disjoint nine(−1)-curves onS to obtainPPP2,
we have various plane curve models ofB. We want to choose among them the canonical one.
For this purpose, we prove the following lemma needed later.

LEMMA 4.2. Let (S,B) be the pair as above. Then there exists a blow-downε : (S,B)−→
(PPP2,C) of disjoint nine(−1)-curves e1, . . . ,e9 such that

degC≥m9 +m8 +m7, (4.1)

m9 ≥m8 ≥m7 ≥ ·· · ≥m1 ≥ 0, (4.2)

where the mi (i = 1, . . . ,9) denotes the multiplicity of C at Pi = ε(ei).

PROOF. Let e1, . . . ,e9 be disjoint nine(−1)-curves onS, µ : S−→ PPP2 the blow-down
which contractsei ’s and putPi = µ(ei) ∈ PPP2. In particular, we havePi 6= Pj if i 6= j. Let d be the
degree ofµ∗B andmi (i = 1, . . . ,9) the multiplicity of µ∗B atPi . We can assume that (4.2) holds.
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Being branch divisor of a finite double cover,B does not contain a(−1)-curve. It follows
that µ∗B does not contain the linel i, j through two pointsPi , Pj for any i 6= j. We get the plane
curve of degree2d−m9−m8−m7 after the Cremona transformation ofµ∗B at P9, P8 andP7.
Then the composite ofµ and the Cremona transformation gives us a new blow-downµ ′ : S−→PPP2

replacing the role ofe9, e8 ande7 by the strict transform ofl9,8, l8,7 andl7,9 by µ.
Hence after a finite number of succession of such transformations, we get a blow-downε

satisfying (4.1). ¤

A m-fold point P of a plane curveC is called asimple singular point, if the strict transform
of C by the blowing up atP is smooth overP.

THEOREM 4.3. Letϕ : X−→PPP1 be a relatively minimal bielliptic fibration of genus1≥ 6
with a section whose Mordell-Weil rank is maximal, i.e., r= 21+10. Letφ : S−→PPP1 denote the
smooth rational minimal elliptic surface,ϖ : X −→ S the finite double cover obtained by Lemma
3.3, and B the branch divisor ofϖ . Then there is a blow-downε : (S,B) −→ (S9,B9) such that
S9 ' PPP2 and B9 is one of the following:

Type(16;1;1): a curve of degree1−2 with a simple singular point of multiplicity1−4 (1 is
even).

Type(16;1;0): a curve of degree1−1 with a simple singular point of multiplicity1−3 and a
node or cusp(1 is odd).

Type(18;7): a smooth quartic curve(1= 7).
In particular, B is a smooth irreducible curve of genus1−4.

PROOF. Let ε : (S,B) −→ (S9,B9) be a blow-down as in Lemma 4.2. LetPi ∈ PPP2 (i =
1, . . . ,9) denote the contracted point byε, ei the (−1)-curve onS corresponding toPi , d the
degree ofB9 andmi the multiplicity ofB9 atPi . We have

Pic(S)' ZZZε∗OPPP2(1)⊕
9⊕

i=1

(ZZZei),

ε∗OPPP2(1).ei = ej .ek = 0 (1≤ i, j,k≤ 9, j 6= k) (4.3)

from Lemma 4.1. Letδ be a divisor with2δ ∼ B. ThenB.ε∗OPPP2(1) = 2δ .ε∗OPPP2(1) andB.ei =
2δ .ei . SinceB ∈ |ε∗B9−∑9

i=1miei |, we see thatd and mi ’s are all even. We putb = d/2,
ni = mi/2 (1≤ i ≤ 9). It follows from Lemma 4.2 that

n9 ≥ n8 ≥ n7 ≥ ·· · ≥ n1 ≥ 0, (4.4)

b≥ n9 +n8 +n7. (4.5)

Restricting the finite double coverϖ : X −→ S to a general fiber ofϕ : X −→ PPP1, we have the
finite double cover of an elliptic curve. By Hurwitz’s formula,

B.KS = 2−21. (4.6)

So we have

−3b+
9

∑
i=1

ni = 1−1 (4.7)
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from KS∼ ε∗OPPP2(−3)+∑9
i=1ei . Sinceϖ : X−→Sis the finite double cover ofSbranched along

B, we have−21−2 = KX
2 = ϖ∗(KS+δ )2 = 2(KS+δ )2 = 2KS

2 + 2B.KS+ 2δ 2. The equality
(4.6) andKS

2 = 0 imply δ 2 = 1−3, that is,

b2−
9

∑
i=1

ni
2 = 1−3. (4.8)

It follows from (4.7) and (4.8) that

b(3−b)+
9

∑
i=1

ni(ni −1) = 2. (4.9)

Moreover, (4.7) and1≥ 6 give

3b−
9

∑
i=1

ni ≥ 5. (4.10)

Now, Lemma 4.1 says that the singularities ofB9 are simple. So we have the classification as in
Theorem 4.3 by the following:

CLAIM 4.4. The solutions of the simultaneous inequalities given by(4.4), (4.5), (4.9)and
(4.10)are

(b,n9,n8,n7, . . . ,n1) = (2,0, . . . ,0), (2,1,0, . . . ,0),

(k,k−1,0, . . . ,0), (k,k−1,1,0, . . . ,0), (k≥ 3,k∈ ZZZ).

PROOF OFCLAIM 4.4. If b = 1, the simultaneous inequalities has no solution. Ifb = 2,
we haveni = 0 (i = 1, . . . ,9) or n9 = 1, ni = 0 (i = 1, . . . ,8). Supposeb≥ 3. Then it follows
from (4.5) that

b(b−3)≥ (n9 +n8 +n7)(n9 +n8 +n7−3)

≥ n9(n9−1)+n9(n8−1)+n9(n7−1)

+n8(n9−1)+n8(n8−1)+n8(n7−1)

+n7(n9−1)+n7(n8−1)+n7(n7−1). (4.11)

Assumen7 ≥ 1. We haven9−1≥ n8−1≥ n7−1≥ 0 from (4.4), and, hence

b(b−3)≥
9

∑
i=1

ni(ni −1),

contradicting to (4.9).
Assumeni = 0 (i = 1, . . . ,7). Then (4.11) becomes

b(b−3)≥ n9(n9−1)+n8(n8−1)+n9(n8−2)+n8(n9−2).

If n8≥ 2, then we have similarlyn9−2≥ n8−2≥ 0 and0≥ b(3−b)+n9(n9−1)+n8(n8−1),
which leads us to a contradiction as before.
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If n8 = 0 or 1, then it follows from (4.9) that(n9−b+ 1)(n9 + b−2) = 0. Thus we have
n9 = b−1, and Claim 4.4 is proved. ¤

It remains to show the irreducibility ofB. The case(18;7) is clear, since a smooth quartic
curve onPPP2 is irreducible. In the other cases, we argue as follows.

If B9 is a curve of degree1−2 with a simple singular point of multiplicity1−4 at P9, let
σ1 : (S8,1,B8,1)−→ (S9,B9), S8,1 ' Σ1, be the blow-up ofS9 at P9. ThenB8,1 is a smooth curve
which is linearly equivalent to2C1 +(1−2) f1.

If B9 is a curve of degree1−1 with a simple singular point of multiplicity1−3 at P9 and
a node or cusp atP8, let σ2 : (S7,B7)−→ (S9,B9) be the blow-up atP9 andP8, andl9,8 the strict
transform byσ2 of the line throughP9 andP8. Thenl9,8 is a (−1)-curve which is disjoint from
B7, and letς : (S7,B7) −→ (S8,0,B8,0), S8,0 ' Σ0, be the blow-down contractingl9,8. ThenB8,0

is a smooth curve which is linearly equivalent2C0 +(1−3) f0.

CLAIM 4.5. Let B8,n be a smooth curve onΣn whish is linearly equivalent to2Cn +(1−
3+n) fn and1≥ 6. Then B8,n is irreducible.

PROOF. Let G be an irreducible curve onΣn which is notCn. Assume thatG is linearly
equivalent toαCn + β fn. From G.Cn ≥ 0 andG. fn ≥ 0, we haveα ≥ 0 andβ ≥ nα ≥ 0. If
B8,n contains a fiberf as an irreducible component, thenB8,n− f does not containf sinceB8,n

is a reduced curve. From(B8,n− f ). f = 2, B8,n cannot be smooth. HenceB8,n consists of
horizontal components. SinceB8,n. fn = 2, we conclude thatB8,n has at most two components.
We assume thatB8,n has two components and writeB8,n = G1 + G2, whereG1 ∼Cn + γ fn and
G2 ∼Cn +(1−3+n− γ) fn. ThenG1.G2 = 1−3≥ 3, which is absurd becauseB8,n is smooth.

¤

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. ¤

If B9 is of type(16;1;1), thenε1 = σ1
−1◦ ε : (S,B)−→ (S8,1,B8,1), S8,1 ' Σ1, is the blow-

down contractingei (i = 1, . . . ,8). If B9 is of type(16;1;0), thenε0 = ς ◦σ2
−1 ◦ ε : (S,B) −→

(S8,0,B8,0), S8,0 ' Σ0, is the blow-down contractingl9,8 andei (i = 1, . . . ,7).

LEMMA 4.6. Let εn be as above. Any(−1)-curve which is contracted byεn is disjoint
from B. In particular, the model(S8,n,B8,n) is unique.

PROOF. Let e be a(−1)-curve that is contracted byεn. ThenB.e is even. Therefore
B.e 6= 0 implies thatB8,n has a singular point, which is absurd.

Let e1, . . . ,e8 be the contracted(−1)-curves byεn. Assume that there exists another model
εn
′ : (S,B)−→ (S8,n

′,B8,n
′). We may assume thate1 is not contracted byεn

′. Thenεn
′(e1) is an

irreducible curve and we haveεn
′(e1).B8,n

′ > 0 becauseB8,n
′ is ample. Now the center of the

blow-upεn
′ is disjoint fromB8,n

′. This implies thate1.B 6= 0, which is a contradiction. ¤

DEFINITION 4.7. The birational morphismεn : (S,B) −→ (S8,n,B8,n) as above is called
the canonical non-singular minimal model of type(16;1;n).

We next consider the minimal model of(X,F). Sinceϕ is a relatively minimal fibration,
we have only to consider the section ofϕ whose self-intersection is minus one. We call such a
section a(−1)-section ofϕ.
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LEMMA 4.8. Let ϕ : X −→ PPP1 be a bielliptic fibration of genus1 ≥ 6 with maximal
Mordell-Weil rank,φ : S−→PPP1 the smooth rational elliptic surface,ϖ : X−→S the finite double
cover as in Lemma4.1, and B the branch divisor ofϖ . Then the direct image of a(−1)-section of
ϕ by ϖ is a (−1)-curve on S which is disjoint from B. Conversely the pull-back of a(−1)-curve
on S which is disjoint from B consists of two disjoint(−1)-sections ofϕ.

PROOF. Let δ be a divisor with2δ ∼ B. Sinceφ is the anti-canonical map andKX ∼
ϖ∗(KS+δ ), we have

F ∼−ϖ∗KS∼−KX +ϖ∗δ . (4.12)

Let E be a(−1)-section ofϕ. SinceE .F = 1 andE .KX = −1, we haveE .ϖ∗δ =0 by
(4.12). Thus the projection formula implies thatϖ∗E is a (−1)-curve onS which is disjoint
from B.

Conversely, lete be a(−1)-curve onS which is disjoint fromB. Sinceϖ is unramified
overe, we can writeϖ∗e= E1 +E2 with disjoint non-singular rational curvesE1 andE2. Then
e.KS =−1 impliesF.(E1 +E2) = F.ϖ∗e= 2 by (4.12). It followsF.Ei = 1. ¤

The fibrations of each type are characterized by the following proposition:

PROPOSITION4.9. For a bielliptic fibration with maximal Mordell-Weil rank, there exists
uniquely themaximal set of disjoint(−1)-sections. It consists of sixteen disjoint(−1)-sections
in the case of type(16;1;n), and eighteen in the case of type(18;7). In particular, the maximal
set of disjoint(−1)-sections induces the canonical non-singular minimal model.

PROOF. Let ϕ : X −→ PPP1 be a bielliptic fibration of type(16;1;n). We use the same
notation as in Lemma 4.6. There exist eight disjoint(−1)-curves onS each of which does not
meetB by Definition 4.7. Pulling back these eight(−1)-curves, we have sixteen disjoint(−1)-
sections ofϕ by Lemma 4.8.

Assume that there exist more than sixteen disjoint(−1)-sections ofϕ. From Lemma 4.8
these(−1)-sections ofϕ give at least nine(−1)-curves onS disjoint from B. It contradicts to
Lemma 4.6.

Similarly, in the case of type(18;7), there exist exactly eighteen disjoint(−1)-sections
of ϕ. ¤

COROLLARY 4.10. Let ϕ : X −→ PPP1 be a fibration of type(16;1;n) or (18;7), and
let φ : S−→ PPP1 and ϖ : X −→ S be as in Lemma4.1, and B the branch divisor ofϖ . Let
εn : (S,B) −→ (S8,n,B8,n) and ε : (S,B) −→ (S9,B9) denote the canonical non-singular mini-
mal model forϕ of type(16;1;n) and (18;7) as in Definition4.7 and Theorem4.3, and let
εn : X −→ X16 andε : X −→ X18 be the blow-down which contracts disjoint(−1)-sections in the
maximal set as in Proposition4.9, respectively. Then there are the natural diagrams in Figure
4.1, whereπ : X16−→ S8,n andπn : X18−→ S9 are the finite double cover branched along B8,n

and B9 respectively.

PROOF. Let ϕ be a bielliptic fibration of type(16;1;n). Let {E1, . . . ,E16} denote the
maximal set of(−1)-sections ofϕ, and{e1, . . . ,e8} the set of the direct image curves byϖ .
Since the blow-downεn : (S,B)−→ (S8,n,B8,n) contractse1, . . . ,e8, the morphismεn◦ϖ contracts
E1, . . . ,E16 to eight pointsεn(e1), . . . ,εn(e8). Soεn◦ϖ factors through the blow-downεn : X −→
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Figure 4.1.

X16 of E1, . . . , E16. Letπn be the morphism such thatπn◦εn = εn◦ϖ . Becauseϖ(E1), . . . ,ϖ(E16)
are disjoint fromB, πn : X16−→ S8,n is the finite double cover branched alongB8,n.

We can argue similarly in the case of type(18;7). ¤

5. An explicit construction of a bielliptic fibration with maximal rank.

In this section, we give an explicit construction of smooth rational surfaces with the bielliptic
fibration of genus1≥ 6 whose Mordell-Weil rank is maximal, i.e.,r = 21+10.

PutS9 = PPP2 and letB9 be an irreducible plane curve of type as in Theorem 4.3. Since the
singularities ofB9 are at most two simple singular points, we have a blow-upσ : (S3,B3) −→
(S9,B9) at six points in general position so thatB3 is a smooth curve. Letς : (S2,B2)−→ (S3,B3)
be a blow-up ofS3 at a general pointP3. Let ψ : (S2,B2) −→ (Z,D) denote the anti-canonical
map ofS2, which is the finite double cover ofZ ' PPP2. Take a sufficiently general pencilL of
lines onZ. Then we have the diagram as in Figure 5.1. Hereε2 : (S,B) −→ (S2,B2) denote
the blow-up at the base points ofψ∗L , ΦL and Φψ∗L the rational maps corresponding to
L andψ∗L , respectively, andφ : S−→ PPP1 the anti-canonical map ofS, which is an elliptic

X
ϕ

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXz
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?
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Figure 5.1.
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fibration. Letϖ : X −→ Sbe the finite double cover branched alongB. Then we get a fibration
ϕ = φ ◦ϖ : X −→ PPP1.

THEOREM 5.1. The fibrationϕ : X−→PPP1 obtained byL as above is a bielliptic fibration
of genus1whose Mordell-Weil rank is maximal, i.e., KX

2 =−21−2and all fibers are irreducible.
In particular, the fibration of each type, i.e., type(16;1;n) or (18;7), exists.

We can check the numerically conditions easily.

LEMMA 5.2. Let (S,B) be a pair as above, and letϖ : X −→ S denote the finite double
cover of S branched along B. Assume thatφ : S−→ PPP1 satisfies(a), (b) and (c)of Lemma4.1.
Then X is a smooth rational surface with KX

2 =−21−2 andϕ := ϖ ◦φ is a bielliptic fibration
of genus1.

PROOF. There existsB as above by Bertini’s theorem. Let(S,B) be a pair obtained by a
plane curve model of type(16;1;n) as in Theorem 4.3. Then there is a blow-downεn : (S,B)−→
(S8,n,B8,n) of disjoint eight(−1)-curves each of which does not meetB so thatB8,n is smooth
and

B8,n ∈ |2Cn +(1−3+n) fn|, S8,n ' Σn.

Hence we haveB2 = B8,n
2 = 41−12 andB.KS = B8,n.KS8,n = 2−21. From Hurwitz’s formula,

the general fiber ofϕ is a smooth bielliptic curve of genus1. Consider the finite double cover
ϖ : X −→ Sbranched alongB. ThenKX

2 =−21−2 andχ (OX) = 1. Moreover, the projection
formula impliesϖ∗O(2KX)'O(2KS+B)⊕O(2KS+B/2). So we have

H0(X, 2KX)' H0(S, 2KS+B)⊕H0(S, 2KS+B/2).

It follows that

εn
∗ fn.(2KS+B) =−2, εn

∗ fn.(2KS+B/2) =−3.

Sinceεn
∗ fn is nef,h0(S, 2KS+B) = h0(S, 2KS+B/2) = 0. Sop2(X) = 0 follows. ThereforeX

is a rational surface by Castelnuovo’s rationality criterion. We can prove similarly in the case of
type(18;7). ¤

There exists a(−1)-curvee which is disjoint fromB. Thenϖ∗e is a union of two disjoint
(−1)-section ofϕ (cf. Lemma 4.8). Moreover, ifϕ has no reducible fiber, thenϕ is relatively
minimal. In order to see thatϕ has no reducible fiber, it suffices to show that any fiber ofφ meets
B transversely at least at one point.

Let A be the branch divisor ofψ, which is a smooth quartic curve onZ. SinceL is suf-
ficiently general, we may assume that any base points ofL is not onA. Thusψ∗L has two
distinct base points. By blowing upε2 : (S,B) −→ (S2,B2) at these points, we have a rational
elliptic surfaceφ : S−→ PPP1 satisfying (a) of Lemma 4.1. We now consider the dual curve of
the plane curveA. Since the dual curve has at most finite number of singular points, the number
of bitangent lines and pluritangent lines toA is finite. Hence we can assume that any line ofL
meetsA transversely at least at one point. Thus we have the following lemma.

LEMMA 5.3. φ : S−→ PPP1 obtained byL as above is a smooth rational minimal elliptic
surface satisfying(a), (b) and (c)of Lemma4.1.
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CLAIM 5.4. Assume thatL is sufficiently general. Then any line l∈L meets D trans-
versely at least at one point Rl which is not on A.

PROOF. The number of singular points of the dual curve ofD are at most finite. Similarly
as in Lemma 5.3, we can assume that any linel ∈L meetsD transversely at least at one point
Rl .

The intersection ofA andD is a finite set. For a pointR′l on A∩D, the number of tangent
lines toD is finite, since the upper bound of the number of such tangent lines is given by the
degree of the dual curve ofD. Therefore the number of lines which meetsD transversely only
onA∩D is at most finite. Hence we may assume thatRl 6∈ A. ¤

CLAIM 5.5. ψ∗D is reducible.

PROOF. SinceL is sufficiently general, we may assume that the base point ofL is not
on D. Assume thatψ∗D is irreducible. Thenε2

∗ψ∗D = B by definition. We have2D2 = B2 =
41− 12, and henceD2 = 21− 6. On the other hand, we havedegD = degΦL |D = 1− 1 by
2degΦL |D = degφ |B =−KS.B = 21−2. This implies thatD2 = (1−1)2, which is absurd. ¤

The anti-canonical embedding ofS3 is a del Pezzo surface of degree three. Under this
identification,υ = ψ ◦ ς−1 : S3 99K PPP2 is the point-projection fromP3. Let us prove that the
transversality onZ lifts on S2.

CLAIM 5.6. Assume thatL is sufficiently general. Then any elliptic curveψ∗l ∈ ψ∗L
meets B2 transversely at least at one point Pl .

PROOF. By Claims 5.4 and 5.5,ψ−1(Rl )∩B2 is one point, sayPl . Now we may regard
points out ofP3 onS3 as points out of the exceptional curve ofς onS2 by blowing upς : S2−→S3.
Under this identification, in particular we havePl 6= P3 since the image of the exceptional curve
of ς is a bitangent line toA. For our purpose, it suffices to show that anyψ∗l ∩S3 meetsB3

transversely atPl . SinceP3 is the center of projection andRl 6∈ A, we have

P3 6∈TS3,Pl , (5.1)

whereTS3,Pl is the tangent space ofS3 at Pl in PPP3. On the other hand,υ∗l ∩υ∗TD,Rl is the line
throughP3 andRl . This and(5.1) implies that

υ∗l ∩υ∗TD,Rl ∩TS3,Pl = {Pl}. (5.2)

We now recall

TS3∩ψ∗ l ,Pl = TS3,Pl ∩υ∗l , TB3,Pl = TS3,Pl ∩υ∗TD,Rl .

In fact (5.2) means thatB3 andψ∗l ∩S3 meet transversely atPl . ¤

PROOF OFTHEOREM 5.1. Consider the construction as in Figure 5.1. It follows thatX is
a smooth rational surface withKX

2 =−21−2 andϕ : X −→ PPP1 is a bielliptic fibration of genus
1 with a section by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3. The base points ofψ∗L are not onB2 since we take
sufficiently generalL for D. This implies that transversality ofB2 andψ∗l on S2 lifts to that of
B and fibers ofφ onSby ε2. Therefore all fibers ofϕ are irreducible andϕ is relatively minimal.
Thus the Mordell-Weil rank ofϕ is 21+10by Theorem 3.4. ¤
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6. Mordell-Weil lattices with maximal rank.

In this section, we shall determine the structure of the Mordell-Weil lattices for the fibrations
of each type. For this purpose, return to the situation considered in Corollary 4.10.

Let ϕ : X −→ PPP1 be a fibration of type(18;7). Recall thatπ : X18−→ S9 as in Corollary
4.10 is a finite double cover branched along a smooth quartic curve. HenceX18 is obtained by
blowing up seven points ofPPP2 in general position andπ is the anti-canonical map ofX18. Let
η : X18−→X25, X25'PPP2, be the blow-up as above, andEi , 1≤ i ≤ 7, the(−1)-curves contracted
by η . Considering the diagram in Figure 4.1, we have the following lemma.

LEMMA 6.1. Let ϕ : X −→ PPP1 be a fibration of type(18;7). In the notation as above,

NS(X)' ZZZ(η ◦ ε)∗OX25(1)⊕
7⊕

i=1

(ZZZEi)⊕
18⊕

i=1

(ZZZEi),

F = 9(η ◦ ε)∗OX25(1)−3
7

∑
i=1

Ei −
18

∑
i=1

Ei . (6.1)

PROOF. Sinceφ andπ are the anti-canonical maps ofSandX18, respectively, we have

F ∼ ϖ∗(−KS)∼ ϖ∗
(

ε∗(−KS9)−
9

∑
i=1

ei

)
∼ ε∗π∗(−KS9)−

18

∑
i=1

Ei ,

π∗(−KS9)∼ 3π∗OS9(1)∼−3KX18,

whereei , 1≤ i ≤ 9, are the(−1)-curves contracted byε. Thus the lemma follows. ¤

SinceF.Ei = 1 (i = 1, . . . ,18), the rational curvesEi become sections ofϕ, and we take
E18 as the zero section(O). Then by definition, the trivial sublatticeT18,7 ⊂ NS(X) is generated
by E18 andF . From Theorem 2.2, the Mordell-Weil lattice(JF(K),〈,〉) is isomorphic toL18,7

−

whereL18,7 is the orthogonal complement ofT18,7. The following proposition determines the
structure of the latticeL18,7

−.

PROPOSITION6.2. For the fibration of type(18;7), the lattice L18,7
− is a positive-definite

even unimodular lattice of rank24whose Dynkin diagram is given by Figure6.1.

¹¸

º·

¹¸

º·

¹¸

º·

¹¸

º·

¹¸

º·

¹¸

º·

¹¸

º·
¹¸

º·
2

2 2 2 2 2 2 4
2 3 4 5 6 7

1

¹¸

º·

¹¸

º·

¹¸

º·

¹¸

º·

¹¸

º·
q q q2 2 2 2 2

1

2 3 4 5 17

Figure 6.1.

Here the numbers in the circles denote the self parings of elements, and a line between two circles
shows that the paring of two elements is equal to−1.

PROOF. Let the notation be as in Lemma 6.1. In particular,F is given by (6.1) and
(O) = E18. Take the following elements whose numbers correspond to Figure 6.1 fromT18,7

⊥:
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0

0 


(η◦ε)∗OX25
(1)

E1
...

E7

E1
...

E18







1 −1 −1 −1
0 1 −1 0
0 0 1 −1

...
...
1 −1 0 0 0
0 1 −1 −1 −1
0 0 1 −1 0

0 0 1 −1
...

...
...

...
0 0 1 −1 0

9 −3 −3 −3 · · · −3 −1 · · · · · · −1 −1 −1
0 1




Figure 6.2.

H1 = (η ◦ ε)∗OX25(1)−E1−E2−E3,

Hk = Ek−1−Ek (k = 2, . . . ,7),

H1 = E7−E1−E2−E3,

Hk = Ek−1−Ek (k = 2, . . . ,17). (6.2)

Therefore the matrix representing the base change tot(H1, . . . ,H7,H1, . . . ,H17,F,(O)) is given
by Figure 6.2. On the other hand, we have

E17 = F +(O)−9H1−6H2−12H3−18H4−15H5−12H6−9H7

−6H1−5H2−10H3−
17

∑
k=4

(19−k)Hk,

hence(6.2) is a basis forL18,7. ¤

REMARK 6.3. The sublattice〈H1, . . . ,H7,F +(O)−E1,H2, . . . ,H17〉 ⊂ L18,7
− is the root

latticeE7 +A17. This characterizesL18,7
− among the positive-definite even unimodular lattices

of rank 24 (cf. [2] or [3]).

Let ϕ : X −→ PPP1 be a fibration of type(16;1;n). We consider the finite double cover
πn : X16−→ S8,n branched alongB8,n as in Corollary 4.10 similarly.

LEMMA 6.4. Keep the same assumptions and notation as above.
Then there exists a birational morphismη : X16 −→ X21+10 such that X21+10 ' Σd for some d
andπ∗ fn ∼ η∗Γ , whereΓ is a fiber of X21+10.

PROOF. Restricting the projectionpr : S8,n −→ PPP1 to B8,n, we have a double covering
pr|B8,n : B8,n −→ PPP1. Since the genus ofB8,n is 1−4, there are21−6 distinct branch points of

pr|B8,n. Considerpr ◦πn : X16−→ PPP1. Then this is a conic bundle with21−6 reducible conics

over the fibers through the branch points ofpr|B8,n. Let{E+
i , E−i }21−6

i=1 be irreducible components
of these reducible conics such thatpr◦π(E+

i ) = pr◦π(E−i ). It is easy to see that each curveE±i
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is a(−1)-curve, hence for each1≤ i ≤ 21−6, we can contract one ofE±i ’s and obtain a smooth
rational ruled surfaceΣd. ¤

For simplicity, we also denote the total transforms of a minimal section∆ , a fiberΓ by the
birational morphismη ◦ εn : X −→ X21+10 by the same letters. Then NS(X) is isomorphic to the
free module

NS(X)' ZZZ∆ ⊕ZZZΓ ⊕
21−6⊕

i=1

(ZZZEi)⊕
16⊕

i=1

(ZZZEi).

Moreover from Corollary 4.10, Lemma 6.4 and(4.12), in NS(X), we have the relation:

F = 4∆ +(2d+1−1)Γ −2
21−6

∑
i=1

Ei −
16

∑
i=1

Ei . (6.3)

SinceF.Ei = 1 (i = 1, . . . ,16), the rational curvesEi become sections ofϕ, and we takeE16 as
the zero section(O). ThenE16 and F generate the trivial sublatticeT18,7 ⊂ NS(X).

PROPOSITION6.5. For a fibration of type(16;1;n), 1≥ 6, the lattice L16,1,n
− is a positive-

definite odd unimodular lattice of rank21+10 whose Dynkin diagram is given by Figure6.3 in
the case1 is even and Figure6.4 in the case1 is odd. In particular L16,1,n

− is independent on d.
Here the notation is the same as in Proposition6.2.
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Figure 6.4.

PROOF. Let us keep the notation as above. In particular,F is given by (6.3) and(O) = E16.
Take the following elements fromT16,1,n

⊥:

Hk = Ek−2−Ek−1 (k = 4,5, . . . ,21−5),

H1 = E21−6−E1 +(n−1)E2−nF−n(O),

Hk = Ek−1−Ek (k = 2,3, . . . ,15).

Moreover takeH1, H2, H3 according to the following rule:
(i) The caseα = (2d−1+3−3n)/4∈ ZZZ:
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H1 = ∆ +αΓ −E1 +3nF +3n(O),

H2 = E1−E2,

H3 = Γ −E1−E2.

(ii) The caseβ = (2d−1+1−3n)/4∈ ZZZ:

H1 = ∆ +βΓ +3nF +3n(O),

H2 = Γ −E1−E2,

H3 = E1−E2.

Here the numbers attached to elements correspond to those in Figure 6.3 or Figure 6.4 according
to the parity of1. Therefore the matrix representing the base change fromt(∆ ,Γ ,E1, . . . ,E21−6,

E1, . . . ,E16) to t(H1−3n(O)−3nF,H2, . . . ,H21−5,H1+n(O)+nF,H2, . . . ,H15,F,(O)) is given
by Figure 6.5 in the case (i). In the case (ii), changing the second and third rows, we have the
matrix similar to the one in Figure 6.5 which is triangular modulo off the row corresponding to
F . If 1 is even, we have

E15 =−F− (O)+4(H1−3(O)−3F)+(21+1)H2 +(21−1)H3

+
21−5

∑
k=4

(41+6−2k)Hk +14(H1 +(O)+F)+
14

∑
k=2

(15−k)Hk,

and, if1 is odd, we have

E15 = F +(O)−4H1− (21−2)H2− (21−4)H3

−
21−5

∑
k=4

(41−2k)Hk−8H1−7H2−
15

∑
k=3

(17−k)Hk.

So{H1, . . . ,H21−5,H1, . . . ,H15} is a basis forL16,1,n.

0

0




1 α 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 −1 0 0
0 1 −1 −1 0 0
0 0 0 1 −1 0
0 0 0 0 1 −1

...
...
1 −1 0 0
0 1 −1 n−1 0

0 1 −1 0
0 0 1 −1
...

...
...

...
0 0 1 −1 0

4 2d+1−5 −2 −2 −2 −2 · · · −2 −1 · · · · · · −1 −1 −1
0 1




Figure 6.5.
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Then taking the minus sign on the pairing onL16,1,n into account, we can easily check that
the Gram matrix ofL16,1,n

−1

(
(−Hi .H j)1≤i, j≤21−5 (−Hi .H j)1≤i≤21−5,1≤ j≤15

(−Hi .H j)1≤i≤15,1≤ j≤21−5 (−Hi .H j)1≤i, j≤15

)

is given by Figure 6.6 or Figure 6.7 according as1 is even or odd, and all other statements follow
from this.

0

0




1/2+10 0 −1 0 0 0 · · · 0 −3 0
0 2 0 −1 0 0 0

−1 0 2 −1 0 0
...

0 −1 −1 2 −1 0
...

0 0 0 −1 2 −1
...

0 0 0 0 −1 2
...

...
...

...
... −1 0

0 −1 2 −1 0
−3 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 −1 3 −1 0
0 0 −1 2 −1

0 −1 2
...

...
... −1 0
−1 2 −1
0 −1 2




Figure 6.6.

0

0




(1−1)/2 0 −1 0 0 0
0 2 0 −1 0 0
−1 0 2 −1 0 0
0 −1 −1 2 −1 0
0 0 0 −1 2 −1

0 0 0 0 −1 2
...

...
... −1 0 0
−1 2 −1 0 0
0 −1 3 0 −1 0
0 0 0 2 −1 0 0

0 −1 −1 2 −1 0
0 0 −1 2 −1

0 0 −1 2
...

...
... −1 0
−1 2 −1
0 −1 2




Figure 6.7.
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